
The Road Not Taken, 
Robert Frost

I. A metaphorical poem  

– We can notice the presence of the lexical field of travelling : « roads » v.1 / « travel » v.2 / 
« traveler » v.3 / « far » v.4 / « passing » v.9 / « step », « trodden » v.12 / « way » v.14 .
The ''traveler'' embodies man in general. His life is like a travelling from birth to death. The 
roads represents the choices he has to do in his life.

– The scene takes place in a « yellow wood » ; it means that it is autumn.This season may 
symbolize the passage, the end of something and the start of something new.

– The poet chose the wood probably because it is a nice place to think, to be inspired, as it is 
often beautiful and quiet. The wood represents nature, a return to life at its begining, a 
coming back to the primary life. It can also represent danger, because just as in life, you can 
easily get lost.

II. The dilemma  

– « long I stood » v.3 / « and sorry I could not travel both » v.2 / « perhaps » v.7 / « I 
doubted » v.15 → shows his hesitation, his doubt facing the two roads.

– In the whole poem there is almost no full stops, only comas or semi-colon : it is only one 
sentence from the begining to v.12. It emphasizes his hesitation, his wondering and the 
long time it took to make up his mind. Maybe it is because the road is a long one.

– All the « and(s) » embody a succession of actions + the run-on-lines (v.4/5) which 
represents continuity, the passing of the traveler, his hesitation and the long time it took to 
think. We are under the impression that this passage has no end.

– Internal rhymes ; it's as if he was turning aroung in circles, which represents his hesitation.
v.1 two/wood + road/yellow _ v.5 where/bent _ v.14 way/way _ v.17 ages/ages
It could also show that in a wood, you can think that you see the things you saw before even 
if it's not the same. The things look alike, which is a challenge for man.

– Moreover, the traveler is alone to take a decision, which makes it even more difficult. It is 
shown by the pronoun « I » repeated 9 times. 
We are all equal when faced to life's choices. It is easier to identify with an internal narrator 
as we have access to his feelings.

III. Taking some distance  

– The time that prevails is the preterit : « diverged » v.1 / « stood » v.3 / « looked » v.4, etc.
It shows that the poet is maybe middle-aged (about 40). The narrator may be an adult 
talking about his youth.

– He also may be at the end of his life. The poem is probably a retrospection of his life. 
Indeed, the « yellow wood », autumn, often symbolizes the old age. The last stanza is a 
kind of ''sum up'' of the poem ; especially the last verse « That has made all the difference'' 
shows that he is doing an assessment ( with the present perfect).

– Here, time is the key ingredient. He needs to take some distance, to stand back from 
what he lived to know if he took the right decision or not. Time gives wisdom to man.

– « Sigh » v.16 : we don't really know what vision he has of his past, because a sigh maybe 
from relief or from regret (or maybe exhaustion?)

– The repetition of the pronoun « I » in the last stanza (« and I – I took the one less travelled 
by ») is also ambiguous : does it emphasizes that he alone made the decision, without help 



→ he is proud of it and satisfied of choice
or does indicate a regret of not having taken the other road he will never know? This 
possible regret is also show in the title, which is contradictory : the poem is called « The 
road not taken » though it talks about the road he took. 
It shows that when we choose something, we also abandon something else.

Conclusion :
« A poem starts in delight and ends in wisdom » Robert Frost → it is really the case in this poem, as 
the begining is more about contemplation of the two roads, and in the end the traveler learnt from 
what he lived, he arrived somewhere.


